Cabells and scite partner to bring Smart
Citations to Journalytics
Cabells , a provider of key intelligence on academic journals for research professionals, and scite , a platform
for discovering and evaluating scientific articles, have partnered to bring scite’s Smart Citations to Cabells
Journalytics publication summaries.

Journalytics is a curated database of over 11,000 verified academic journals spanning 18 disciplines,
developed to help researchers and institutions optimize decision-making around the publication of research.
Journalytics summaries provide publication and submission information and citation-backed data and
analytics for comprehensive evaluations. scite’s Smart Citations allow researchers to see how articles have
been cited by providing the context of the citation and a classification describing whether it provides
supporting or disputing evidence for the cited claim.
Lacey Earle, executive director of Cabells, says, “Cabells is thrilled to partner with scite in order to help
researchers evaluate scientific articles through an innovative, comparative-based metric system that
encourages rigorous and in-depth research.”
Josh Nicholson, co-founder and CEO of scite says of the partnership, “We’re excited to be working with Cabells
to embed our Smart Citations into their Journalytics summaries. Smart Citations help you assess the quantity
of citations a journal has received as well as the quality of these citations, with a focus on identifying
supporting and disputing citations in the literature.”
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Cabells generates actionable intelligence on academic
journals for research professionals. On the Journalytics
platform, an independent, curated database of more
than 11,000 verified scholarly journals, researchers draw
from the intersection of expertise, data, and analytics to
make confident decisions to better administer research.
In Predatory Reports, Cabells has undertaken the most
comprehensive and detailed campaign against predatory
journals, currently reporting on deceptive behaviors of
over 14,000 publications. By combining its efforts with
those of researchers, academic publishers, industry
organizations and other service providers, Cabells works
to create a safe, transparent, and equitable publishing
ecosystem that can nurture generations of knowledge
and innovation.

scite is a Brooklyn-based startup that helps researchers
better discover and evaluate scientific articles through
Smart Citations—citations that display the context of the
citation and describe whether the article provides
supporting or disputing evidence. scite is used by
researchers from dozens of countries and is funded in
part by the National Science Foundation and the
National Institute of Drug Abuse of the National
Institutes of Health.

For more information please visit
https://www.cabells.com .

For more information, please visit

https://www.scite.ai.

